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Letter from the editors 
recall, once upon a time, being a freshman __ to learn more about the competition). If you 7 

I: UW-Madison. It was almost like entering think this is excessive, you should have seen 
Disney World for the first time. “Where doI me as an underclassman. And I know plenty | We a oat 

start?” I thought. of engineering majors who do just as much. |" aoe te  _ , 

That first year I took on a job at the UW Foun- __ It is not this magazine’s goal to push people to , i 

dation Telefund. It was great because not only _ get involved in so many extracurriculars that [J a oF 
was I paid for calling alumni and eating Ian’s__ their class work gets neglected. We are just jj | i“ 
pizza, but I was also able to meet alot of people _ trying to prove a point that, even in engineer- +: \ i 

my age. ing, it is very possible to balance your studies 4 y 4 Cy rT] 
with your other interests. You can work. You P 

In that year of working at the Telefund, my can still have friends. You can still have a life. I Ae ee 
greatest calling success was with College of i} HY, 

Engineering alumni. They were so interesting Yes, it may make life a bit more challenging. 
to talk to, especially since I was gravitating As a result of a busy schedule, excelling in SI 
towards majoring in engineering. When the — class may take more work. My many involve- bs 
alumni on the other end of the line found this ments on top of school have not come with- 
out, they shared their tips and recommenda- _ out struggle, lack of sleep and gray hairs. It i 
tions for surviving in engineering. It was alot was sometimes so hard to find classmates to ei 
like our bucket list story on page 20. do homework with in my minimal free hours le 

that I had to settle for doing it on my own. This & 
The main take away message is, as Mark Twain made things significantly more difficult. And I 
once said: Never let your schooling interfere admittedly did not receive as high of GPA as I 
with your education. would have liked. R | 

Your professors will probably tell you other- | Now, in my last semester, with finally some 3 
wise. That’s their job. And I get it. Class work _ time to breathe and reflect, I think I can better Nuk LovofL 
is necessary. But, speaking from experience, it — evaluate this decision. And I think it was well 
is what you do outside the classroom that will worth it. As our engineering student athletes 
really develop your character. say on page 12, if you enjoy what you do, it 

won't seem like work. If you only love class 
In my fifth year of college, lama nearly gradu- _ work, rock that. But if there are other things 
ated chemical engineer who is editor-in-chief you would like to experience - these under- 
of a magazine, opinion writer for a newspa- graduate college years are the time to do it. We 
per, bartender on the weekends, undergradu- 
ate engineering researcher on the weekdays, By Victoria Yakovleva 
all while training for my first marathon and 
participating in Innovation Days (see page 8 
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ith 

he only one of its kind, a new course on wind 
ron energy production and design has taken off 

at UW-Madison. 

Professor James Tinjum’s creation, “Wind Energy 
Site Design and Construction” - cross-listed as 
Geological Engineering 401 and Civil and Envi- 
ronmental Engineering 639 - was first taught last 
fall. The course aims to teach students about the 
science behind wind energy and the design and 
building of wind energy sites, commonly called 
“wind farms.” 

“We discuss scientific principles behind energy 
and wind,” Tinjum says. “How wind turbines col- 
lect energy and convert it to electrical power, and 
we teach the design of those processes.” 

4 
m Tinjum originally developed 

the course to educate 
practicing engineers about 

wind energy and_ turbines. 
However, he soon found 
students also held significant 
interest in the topic and began 
the long process of molding a 
class from the material. After 
receiving a grant from the 
U.S. Department of Energy, 
Tinjum began the  time- 

: intensive task of writing 
lectures, making PowerPoint 

_ 
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slides, drafting homework assignments and F ee 3 tg ey ( “’ 3 7] will depend on interest in wind energy, as well 

tests, selecting reading materials and talking ; aaa Pi ca ss ‘ as sustained government support. Wind en- 

with experts in the field. hee we ‘ y a ergy is now supported by tax credits and cash 

eM. ERE - grants as with other renewable energy tech- 

“It’s a labor of love,” Tinjum says. “But it’s very es oe : a nologies. 

time intensive to create a first-of-its-kind course.” ‘s a a es Pie: 
Sy cm a eA, ’ # §6Wind energy currently provides 2 percent 

The time and effort Tinjum puts into the ta sh ‘ae + of the United States’ total electrical energy, 

course reflects an educational devotion to PyMEn but that number is rising fast. From 1999 to 

provide the most up to date and realistic in- 3a 2009, energy collected from wind increased 

formation possible. This might include, for : 14 times. Wind energy is becoming more fa- 

example, researching new turbine technology [iim vorable due to its many advantages: it takes 

or visiting sites in development to see the new- Ld only three years from inception to collection 

: est construction practices. Along this line of to build a wind energy site. It is one of two 
energy sources that does not use water. It 

“ emits no contaminants or greenhouse gases 

Students can really see how it after installation. Lastly, a average turbine 

the subject matter gets put into under normal conditions can power up to 500 

real life” homes. For these reasons and more, Tinjum 

; sees education about wind energy as necessary 
for a more sustainable America. 

-Andrew Keene Professor Jim Tinjum, creator of the new 
Engineering course, CEE 639, entitled“Wind — “I teach what I believe,” Tinjum says. Wp 
Energy Site Design and Construction” 

presenting a real-world look at the production Article by: Andrew Golden 

process, the course also includes trips to some great experience that provided a unique and : 
‘ vs eel ‘ De F . Design by: Evan Owens 

of the six major wind energy sites in Wiscon- __ realistic look at wind energy. He says students 

sin to further teach students about wind farms in the course “really see how subject matter Photography by: Sara Karraker 
and to show the tangible results of design. gets put into real life.” The biggest downside, 

he says, was the class’ rel- » ------------------------=14 

Last semester, 36 students, including ten grad- atively late hours - from 1 F 1 

uate students and three practicing engineers, 4:45 to 6:00 p.m. - that | Shs Take ee Ete 1 

were enrolled in the course. The majority of allowed practicing engi- | FRY 4 Oo Off Gas ! 

the students were geological and civil engi- neers to attend after they ATES Yo Suri 30 ; 

neering students, though nuclear engineers, finish work. 

engineering mechanics and mechanical en- Any Order 

gineering students were also represented. As for the future of the | Over $20 I 

The only perquisite for the course is a junior course, Tinjum sees itbe- 1 1 

standing, though Tinjum recommends expe- coming a regular course | 328 W.Gorham St. ¢ (608) 286-1000 1 

rience in soil mechanics. within the college of en- ! ' 

ineering offered once ! i i “Does not incude tax or! 
Civil engineering student Andrew Keene, who Fa a The frequency ! aes Silver Mine ers sala eee Merci 

took the course last semester, says it was a of the offering, though, i re ve engineer grea t SUE S- oe cle: ates GIS H/T: } 

The horizon of the Butler Ridge Wind farm located in Dodge County, Wisconsin. In some locations it may seem as though the wind turbines 

go on for miles in every direction, creating a skyline like no other. 
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Successful testing of autonomous cars on public roads 

offers a glimpse at the future of transportation. . 
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an you relate to the argument about volving autonomous cars. In August of 1997, the driving capability of autonomous vehicles 

( whose turn it is to drive on the road _ the U.S. National Automated Highway System that were surrounded by traffic and other ob- 

trip? Ever resented the errands your Consortium (NAHSC) organized ademonstra- _ stacles. Though the technology on show was 

mom made you run the moment you thought _ tion of feasible automated driving. The event, impressive, the race highlighted the failings in 

you had some free time at home? Let’s face it, _ labeled Demo ‘97, was organized ona specially automated driving. Several of the vehicles in- 
driving can bea real pain sometimes. Wouldn't —_ modified 7.6-mile stretch of Highway I-15 near _ volved ended up in collisions or near collisions. 
it be great if we could let our cars do the driving San Diego, California. Guests were also invited All the same, the project served to strengthen 
when we don’t want to? Technology allows us to _ to ride in live vehicle demonstrations. development in automated driving technol- 

mass produce items without lifting a finger. It ogy. As such, several more of these challenges 
delivers us messages from the other side of the | Though Demo’97 was seen asa success, the de- have been organized. Even Google relied on 
world in an instant. So why can’t technology velopment of autonomous cars lost momentum __ engineers with experience in the DARPA Chal- 
keep driving the car along the interstate while in the years that followed. The NAHSC was __ lenges to develop their own technology. 
the exhausted travelers take a nap? prematurely terminated in 1998 and its reports 

to the U.S. Department of Transportation (US- Returning to the present, Google’s seven au- 

It may seem crazy to trust a car that drives it- DOT) were not published until a decade later.  tomated cars have clocked up to 1,000 miles 
self, but Google didn’t seem to think so. Yes,ev- | However, research in automated functions in without any human intervention and more than 
eryone’s favorite search engine has been up to vehicles continued regardless of the failure of 140,000 miles with humans in control only oc- 
something again. Some people may have seen the NAHSC. Instead of developing automated __casionally. The only reported accident was when 
articles published a few months back describ- cars wholesale, carmakers chose to develop _ one car was rear ended while stopped at a traffic 
ing Google’s road test of seven autonomous ‘partially automated’ functions such as adap- _ light. However, these tests were all carried out 
cars along various public roads in California. _ tive cruise control and collision warning. in controlled conditions. Google never left any 

These cars were indeed programmed to drive of their cars unmanned and always mapped out 
and navigate themselves along the route to In 2007, the Defense Advanced Research Proj- _ routes before testing their cars on them. 
their destinations. ects Agency (DARPA) picked up where the 

USDOT left off by sponsoring an automated Controlled environment or not, a lot of high 
Google’s much hyped test drive was, in fact, car race. The DARPA Grand Challenge, as it tech modifications had to be made to allow 
just another in a long line of experiments in- came to be called, was aimed at demonstrating these cars to drive on their own. The most 

—— 
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striking of these is a suciesst F F 

large sensor mounted esa ec te ae oe es Ss 
on the roof known as Fs ll ce 2 oS i om ey TC Me cca enn 
Lidar, or Light Detec- fig wat ne TS met 3 i 
tion and Ranging. It Be i ; ay A se F 
provides a continu- ; ( | 
ously updated three- ¥ rs 
dimensional map of é 4 aa pram ’ as 
the car’s surround- : “2M Fagan aaeess 24 Fe ie end eed enna laa mniellemtensll 

ings. The device maps nf ey i‘ | - a Leg | o 

everything within mee en ; ; ae yea iam i) ge ff | 5 

230 feet of the car at y a | 7 \4 wa a. eB ne E 

centimeter accuracy. aaa er wes PL Boe eer = —, i 3 

The Lidar works in | am oe 72:0 .\:), rete 7 | E 
tandem with several lie) ea ee © | = fence a : a: 

radar sensors and a ea = Fey AN AAC ERGILUSES wien = \ a: 

cameras positioned te simbley el Sa | = 

along the periphery of Aes, Loom 2] eee = 
the vehicle and relays pe o prs al neo S) Aas 2 
information to the ‘ : RedileamRacing.org Sarmegio Mellon a i" 2 
navigation computer. Reno ki eae iret ele , - ae 3. 
The computer has ar 2 
been programmed to { » 8 
recognize common ¥ aS : - KA 4 8 

markers on roads = os 7 : al 
such as traffic lights, For the last few years, vehicles like the one above have competed in the DARPA Grand Challenge, a competition 

crosswalks and street testing the limits of driverless technology. 

signs, and is capable of reacting appropri- tent] where we can take our feet and hands off _ would be the use of collision warning systems, 
ately. Using this and an onboard GPS, the sometimes but not all the time.” which detect possible collisions but only alert 
Google cars are capable of driving themselves the driver instead of automatically responding. 
from a starting point to the destination. Ran also highlights three types of development _ Recent developments give these systems more 

in automated vehicles: safety, intelligent driv- control over the car without compromising the 
While the vehicles’ sensor and computer pro- ing and informed navigation. Safety refers to driver’s perceived control. As Lee says, “There is 
gram setup may be mindboggling, they are _ vehicle safety and roadway safety. These func- a particularly interesting system which detects 
still far from fully autonomous. Remember _ tions, including smart airbags and automatic panic situations by measuring how quickly you 
how Google had to map out routes before they _ crash detection, are already being seen in some _ move your foot from the accelerator and uses 
tested their cars on them? Because the sur- newer cars. On the other hand, intelligent that signal to push the brake down. So if you 
roundings of the road are constantly chang- driving is essentially the navigation of the ve- _ push the brake down hard but not as hard as 
ing, each route has to be re-mapped each time _ hicle and its communication with the vehicles you could, [the system] will push it all the way 
a car drives on it. If you wanted one of these around it. IntelliDrive, a USDOT sponsored down thereby giving you more braking power.” 
cars to take you to class or work, you would _ initiative, has been conducting extensive re- In this case, automation serves to aid human 
need someone to map the route every single searchin these aspects. The third form of devel- _ response to panic situations instead of just tak- 
day! Even then, the car’s driving is nowhere opment, informed navigation, helps your vehi- _ ing full control of the vehicle. 
near fool-proof. At this moment, Google still _ cle drive more intelligently. “It is about how you 
faces an uphill battle in programming the avoid congestion and how you can minimize it. As automation plays a greater role in modern 
computer to recognize hand signals from I think it is in this area in which [research at cars, we can fully expect driving to be an easier 
traffic police and crossing guards. This and UW-Madison] is doing very well,” Ran says. and safer task in the years to come. However, 
the overall unpredictability of driving on the These three forms of development are slowly _ the idea of completely autonomous driving re- 
roads makes fully autonomous driving a dis- _ manifesting themselves into modern cars. mains a concept of the distant future. The rea- 
tant goal for most scientists and engineers. son for this is the limitations of current tech- 

Automation may make driving easier for us, nology, and also the hesitation over whether 
Autonomous cars may be a long way away but _ but it can also be a frightening prospect to trust or not people would trust and accept it. The 
automation is becoming an increasingly large a machine with our lives. As John Lee, pro- passengers on a lengthy road-trip may have 
part of everyday driving. Bin Ran, professor of — fessor of industrial and systems engineering, the opportunity to get some much needed rest, 
civil engineering and Director of UW-Madi- _ says, “Perceived control has a huge effect on _ but would they really be sleeping well knowing 
son’s Intelligent Transport Systems Program, _ the perceived risk, so if you are in control you _ their car was in complete control? yp 
says, “The major car companies are going in _ tend to see a lot less risk in something. If you 
the same direction [as Google] but at a slower _ get periodic reports of cars crashing because of 
pace because they are making cars to sell. In _ failed automation (even at a rate of one per bil- Article by: Doraisingam Tamilwanan 

the near future, vehicle automation will at lion), people will perceive that as terribly risky Design by: Akhilesh Dakinedi 
least be partial. Now we have cruise control and reject the technology.” This being the case, 
and adaptive cruise control where we can most car companies have to take driver mental- 
take our feet off the accelerator pedal. Adap- __ ity into account when implementing automated 
tive cruise control should improve [to the ex- _ systems in motor vehicles. An example of this 

— eee ee ——— — 
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Innovation Days: 
: 

The winners of last year’s Schoofs Prize for Creativity and Tong Prototype competitions discuss their designs. Innovation Day 
is an event that allows undergraduate students to submit an original idea or creation. The requirements are strict and students 
must have a well-prepared and technical proposal and prototype. There are two awards: The Schoofs Prize for Creativity and the 
Tong Prototype Prize. The first awards the idea and the self-conducted research. The second awards the prototype, a prepared 
model of the invention. 

Apple Crisp, Deliberation, Piece of Cake! P P> t 
irst place winners of the Schoofs “i \-@ eee eral nights until 2 or 3 a.m., just because we 
Prize for Creativity and second ~~) wanted to have it down and to show the judges 
place winners of the Tong Prototype wi that we meant business! We also crafted our 

Prize: Fiancés Tom Gerold and Kara An- ss a ] presentation around information we thought 
dersen invented the Automated Pest Elim- | \ _ i B ] the judges would want to hear. We invested 

ination System (APEL), an automated, |b pried wai - a significant amount of time into the written 
self-contained system to spray fruit trees iu) disclosure to the judges—it was about 12 pages 
while minimizing pesticide overspraying. i} =H long! We edited the drafts very carefully, and 
Gerold speaks to us about the experience. po ii fee "| spent time making sure everything was in a 

ail Vices i { logical order and that it had the correct flow. 
So the basis for this invention was really a Z ‘¢ i Ft EG a Se eee 
family affair? at | i; x x 
We ee up with the idea when we went home = pcioce (ne mmaMle: Ba: “1 think this was not luck, but 
for Thanksgiving. We were sitting around a pas ews ce a actually the consequence of 

Kara’s parents dinner table eating homemade our careful planning and my 
apple crisp, and we got to talking about the - i - 
previous season's apple harvest. Both of our meticulous design beforehand. 
parents have a few apple trees, and they ex- 
pressed disdain over their failure to keep a -Tom Gerold 
really strict spraying schedule. They sprayed SS 
regularly, but after rains and a few forgotten 
days before a spray, pests had already claimed Well, it obviously paid off. But, how did you 
a lot of the fruit. feel during the competition with such an in- 

vestment? 

Was the idea clear immediately? Tom Gerold shows off his winning We were both very nervous about the com- 
No, we didn't get our exact idea at that mo- design notebook. petition day, but once it came we found it to 
ment. We just had a problem that we thought be exciting. It was still nerve-wracking to get 
mattered to some people. After tons of think- _ however, I spent a lot of time flushing my first up in front of people you have never met be- 
ing we came up with our final design. It was a__ potential design out on paper.I foundthatthis fore and pitch your idea, but I was confident 
work in progress the entire time, even when saved us a ton of time in the shop. I designed _ enough in our invention and my knowledge of 
building the prototype! That is how innova- almost every aspect on paper, but in the real the subject to not be too shaken up. After we 
tions prosper, though: the best usually start engineering world, specifically calculated gave our presentation, the rest was a piece of 
out as a simple problem in search of a solution. components rarely ever exist that can be made cake! We did get nervous during the awards 
Only after careful critical thinking and design _ for cheap. I calculated that we wanted around ceremony, but it was more exciting that scary. 
does a valid invention pop out of the fray. 35 psi out of our pump, but we couldn't find an 

affordable 35 psi pump, so we had to go with __ It is exciting that you designed something of 
Yes, that is really helpful. The initial prob- a 40 psi pump. such value. Do you feel you deserved to win? 

lem has to be a valid issue. So how did you Seeing the other people's 25 stands and 
build on finding a solution? What about presenting the idea for the com- speeches, I feel confident in saying that we 
In building our prototype, we spent a lot of _ petition. Did you focus on a polished pre- worked at least as hard as anyone else. I actu- 
hours in Kara's dad's chilly garage (in Janu- _ sentation or was the strength of your design _ ally feel that we did the most work out of any 
ary) tinkering with pumps, nozzles and piping enough? entry, from talking to others about how much 
trying to get the correct flow rates and pres- We prepared a lot for the actual competition time they spent on their projects. Going into 
sures. Before we ever set foot inthe workshop, day. We practiced our presentation for sev- the event, I wanted to be taken seriously. We 
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went in at 115 percent because we were also 

serious about winning. ° 

Lighten-the-Load, 
Can you explain the moment of actually 
winning? ® 

Receiving the prize was almost surreal. It was Adrenaline & Success 
a long-awaited reward after hours and hours 
of work. We are thankful for the judges ac- 
knowledging our achievements the way that . 
they did. That money helped us pay for school, irst place winners of the Tong Proto- ® 
and it is helping pay for the patenting process type Prize and second place winners a ‘ee 

on the invention as well! of the Schoofs Prize for Creativity: \ i le al 

Nate Cira and Alex Rio created the Poly- a 
After succeeding like this do you think you || FormPack, which combines a sleeping _ 
can find another sizable problem that needs || pad, backpack, sleeping shelter and chair ¥ yt ' 
an innovative solution, and the motivation ae a jghtweight port Rad iv 9 
for an entry next year? ackpacking equipment. Here, Cira talks 

I plan on competing again ifI can find the right |] about the PolyFormPack. 
idea. A lot of the ideas in past competitions 4 
seem like something that may be useful to the |} Tell usa little about your team and the project. 

inventor, but wouldn't really have a market in |} Alex Rio, a friend and fellow Evans Scholar, a 

the real world. I won't enter the competition |} and I worked on designing the Polyform- 

this year if I can't find something completely |} Pack, a piece of backpacking equipment that 2 En A 
original and creative. I have had hundreds of |] incorporates a one man tent, sleeping pad —_£ 4 

ideas for entries, but none of them completely |} and camp chair into a device that folds into hips — 
fit that bill. I feel that this kind of entry is what |} a backpack and carries other gear. The theme lca * . 

the judges are looking for, and if I can't find }} for the device was maximizing functionality a na 
something in that realm then I don't need to |] while minimizing weight by combining items A 
even show up. That being said, I am also plan- |] together where possible. suf ) 
ning a wedding with Kara, so things may be a 
bit hectic around that time. How did you see the need for this product? Student-Inventor Nate Cira takes a break 

, The idea for a backpacking invention was fromihis\busy.schedule. 
Do you have anything to add, any mistakes spurred by my passion for backpacking and _ ger to show what we had created and see the 
made that could help people prepare if they | the outdoors. As an engineer, problems in- _ inventions of others. 

are thinking of taking-on this challenge? _ |] volving efficiency and optimization always 

Gelieveliow cmon thi Meera eerie toners tempt to provide the most useful functions at surprises from the demands of successfully 

er. We had a few minor issues with the motors eee aera inventing something? 
| used on the prototype—they were from the : Sure. ; In order to put forth an invention we were 

1970s I think—but the problems weren't ma- In creating a winning invention, where was _ proud of, Alex and I both pushed ourselves 

jor. I think this was not luck, but actually the the greatest energy needed to make the seed quite hard. Aside from watching several 
consequence of our careful planning and my idea a success? sunrises while working away—Alex behind 
meticulous design beforehand. An old wood- For the competition, the most time was spent a sewing machine and me cutting fabric— 
working motto is, "Measure twice, cut once," prototyping. Alex and I spent many hours we both consumed large amounts of coffee 
and that totally held true in my case. Careful making various prototypes of our design, from and skipped classes to get it all done. Alex 
designs are rewarded with less headaches in one-third scale mock-ups made of tape and became quite the seamstress, and I learned 
manufacturing. garbage bags to full scale designs with cheap the rudiments of writing in esoteric patent 

cloth and cardboard, then the final prototype. language. In the end, it was down to the wire. 
Are there any final thoughts or things you'd We also spent time recording our progress in We printed our poster the morning of the 
like to talk about? our design notebooks, writing a document in competition and sewed on the final zippers 
I would just like to add that my experience the style of a U.S. patent and preparing a post- only hours before the design was due. We 
with the Schoof's/Tong Competition was only |} and a presentation for the competition. In also got to know the kind ladies at Jo-Ann 
positive. I'd like to thank coordinator Alicia total, we each spent over 100 hours preparing Fabrics quite well after they overcame their 
Jackson. She is running a really tight ship, and and refining our idea. initial surprise at finding college-aged males 

I would just like to show my gratitude for her in the store. We Mere asked several times, 
hard work. We On the day of the event did the adrenaline What are you doing here? 

kick in? 
During the actual presentation day of the How did it feel to actually win? 
event, Alex and I should have felt tired, due We were very flattered. While the cash prize 
to the lack of sleep. We later counted and had __ motivated us to start thinking about ideas, once 
each slept only eight total hours in the five we got to competing we realized the biggest re- 
days preceding the competition. Instead, we _ wards were the skills we had developed during 
both had a sense of excitement. We were ea- _ the process and the fun we had designing and 
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building. Going into the award ceremony, we e @ 
were hoping to win an award of some sort. In Rais the Bar 
the end it was the practicality of our idea com- i. 
bined with the effort we put in developing it : as = 
that allowed us to receive the awards. hird place Schoofs Creativity 

Winner: Scott Johanek designed 
TT ee a aa ae a TriCrimp. TriCrimp is a light- 
“In total, we each spent over weight, pneumatic crimping tool for 

100 hours preparing and steel fastening that replaces tedious 
fini idea” hand-crimping tools and bulky me- : q 

refining our idea. chanical crimpers. Johanek discusses: Ne 

-Nate Cira Where did this brain wave spring from? ad 

I came up with my idea as I was working on a 
construction project where I was using steel 

Has the win inspired either of you to enter framing and how much of a hassle it was to use 

again next year? screws every time. 

We both plan on competing again. The expe- rs 
rience is too good to be passed up. We hope |} The other contestants mentioned that they ‘ons 5 

to pursue an invention this year related more |] had to spend a lot of hours perfecting their r Th ecm 

specifically to our career interests, biomedi- |} projects. Did you find the same thing? sil 

cal engineering and microfluidics in my case, |} | only spent about a few weeks on preparation, 
and chemical engineering and sustainability |} as I did not have much time over the holidays 

in Alex's. because I was working full time. Scott Johanek sits over his invention, the 
TriCrimp, a novel steel fastening tool. 

I hope you told the ladies you won! Can you || what were your feelings at the event? 

offer closing words of wisdom? 5 ; ; : 
I was very excited during the actual day. I really about my invention that the judges would get 

I would strongly encourage all students to enter 5 c F> sae : a : enjoy events such as the Schoof’s Competition. _ excited too. 
the competition. Your idea does not need to be : i" i cs 

; cea I really enjoy speaking with people about my in- 
something of great technological importance. . yes : : 

aldol ae vention and how I think it can play an integral yack sis $ 
Historically, practical ideas have done the best. role dheotiet This is an exciting innovation! Are you look- 

Developing your creativity and the ability to % ing to compete again this year? 

determine what products and features a con- 4 f i . Absolutely, | am very excited for this year’s com- 
sumer is looking for are essential for a variety |} $e did you think you might win? petition. I hope to be entering two inventions 

of professions. Since these things are not easily |} Well, I'm going to have to give you the politi- this year and take home the top spot. As I pre- 
learned in a classroom, a design competition is |} cal answer on this one. It was a very tough com- _ pared more for the competition I realized that 
an excellent place to develop them. We petition and many very intelligent people were there is a lot more to it than meets the eye. I can't 

fighting to get top spots. I felt that Ihad as good __ wait for this year’s competition, and I hope to set 
a chance as anyone and that if I was excited the bar high. We 
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Article by: Alexandra Beletic = 

Design by: Tom Bernath |} All participants are required to maintain a design notebook for legal documentation 

Photography by: Sean Metcalf || and the patenting process. 
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Integrys 

POSITIVE ENERGY / DYNAMIC OPPORTUNITIES 

SPRING CAREER DAY 2011 

COMPANY INFORMATION BOOTH 

When: February 1, 2011, 11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 

Where: Main Level (SE end of building) 

The Career Forecast Is Looking Bright at Integrys! 

Integrys Energy Group is looking for bright, energetic people who 

are ready to meet the challenges of the energy industry. 

Integrys Energy Group is based in Chicago, Illinois. With 

subsidiaries throughout the Midwest and northeastern United 
States, we’re financially strong and have one of the highest credit 

ratings in the industry. 

Integrys is a Fortune 500 company with nearly 5,000 

f ] employees. We're a diverse energy company with a strategy 

Ny oo for a strong and dynamic future — a future you could be a 

a . part of! 

a Come visit with us at our Career Day and discover a bright 

’ lt 7 — career now. HA i 

rf . www.integ rysgroup.com 

; ‘<a i ORs. On-Campus Interviews! 
v; J _ February 2, 2011 

| j \ Tt 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
i, 4 —_ Ps \ ny Engineering Center 

= 9 x a Interview Rooms 
Wal ly (sign up at Career Fair) 

* os of We're currently hiring for 
i ' i wa internships, co-ops and 

dl a? full-time positions in: 

f { . q ® Civil Engineering 
i if ¢ Chemical Engineering 

h \ * Computer Engineering 
f ce V ¢ Computer Science 

4 Ve © Construction Engineering 
ar YG ¢ Construction Management 
my ¢ Electrical Engineering 
wa i ¢ Industrial Engineering 

f ‘ \ a | ¢ Mechanical Engineering
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Engineering student athletes: e 
e ° 

get your engineering degree and play your sports too 

t takes a rare type of person to take on 
[= engineering and Big Ten athletics at 

UW-Madison. ae 

Whether or not they know what degree they are So f 
going to pursue upon arrival at UW-Madison, a 
these student athletes are thrown into a relatively & a = f . : + 
abnormal college life filled with more struggles oo S , . 
and higher expectations than most of their class- ; es 4 
mates, not to mention that the real world awaits Ee . an 3 
them just four or five short years away. a a 

Phil Thomas, a senior member of the cross coun- 7 AY - es = 
try team, had no intentions of studying engi- Ly NX 
neering when he was recruited by UW-Madison. o 
Thomas originally wanted to study biology but e A 
he “wanted to do something a little more diffi- = 4 by 
cult,” so he decided to pursue a degree in biologi- Le Pa oe i 
cal systems engineering. ae sss ’ Ss a 

On the other hand, athletes like Angela Chupa, ; ‘we oe 

Soa ak ie aE eae sae "Civil engineer senior Gabe Carimi balances difficult course work and being a top NFL 
dustrial engineering, and Game Carimi, a red offencivelinaman 
shirt senior on the football team who is study- ‘ 
ing civil engineering, knew exactly what they Oh, and by the way, these aren't just any student _ with the team. But the awards seem to prove that 
wanted to do coming into college. Chupa and athletes; they are the best of the best—academi- _ this limited time schedule doesn’t hinder their 
Carimi knew before even accepting their offer cally and athletically. Thomas and his cross- grades or athleticism. 
from UW-Madison. “In 7th grade my grandma country team just won the Big Ten Champion- 
gave me an engineering book and told me to — ship this past November. “There’s not a much “I know that I am not going to have that block of 
be an engineer,” Carimi says. Rob Korslin, also better feeling than that in the world,” Thomas _ time after class when I am at football to get work 
a civil engineering major and a red shirt junior says. Chupa was the Sportsmanship’s winner done so I have to find another time to do it,” Kors- 
on the football team, knew engineering was his for Wisconsin as selected by other coaches in _ lin says. Thomas spends most of the breaks in his 
career choice way back when he was considering the state and was the teams most improved — schedule away from home and on the engineering 
his offers from Princeton and UW-Madison his _ player in 2009. Carimi was first-team all-Big campus to accomplish more. “Using the time you 
junior year in high school. Ten in 2009 for offensive tackle and was award- do have efficiently is really important,” he says. 

ed “rookie of the year” his red shirt freshman — Carimi adds, “We [engineering students] probably 
The trend seemed to be that all these athletes had year. Chupa, Thomas, Carimi and Korslin have spend the same amount of time studying as other 
a natural knack for math and science and didn’t all been awarded with Academic All-Big Ten _ engineering students but instead of me doing what- 
want their sport to hinder their potential of us- honors multiple times since the start of their — ever I want to do to kill time, I am doing football.” 
ing those skills. UW-Madison seemed to be an _ collegiate careers. 
easy decision for most of these engineering stu- Dealing with a limited schedule and countless 
dents as well. “Madison is the best college town Most members of the UW-Madison student assignments is not the end of the world for these 
in the country—by far” Chupa says. Runners like | community understand how much time engi- _ student athletes, but it is definitely no walk in the 
Thomas always “dreamed about running for this neering students dedicate to studying, working _ park either. “Balancing academics and athletics 
[UW-Madison] team.” Carimi says he has beena _ on group projects and finishing endless amounts __ is challenging since both aspects are very de- 
Badger fan all his life. For all the recruits, having of homework problems. If you add in hours for  manding,” Chupa says,.“It takes a lot of dedica- 
both a top-notch academic institution in addition _ practice, conditioning and travel, that translates _ tion and a lot of hard work.” 
to the athletic program was important, and the _ to significantly less time. Some don’t even get 
College of Engineering here at UW-Madison was home until after 8 p.m., and that’s after a full “There are some days when it’s pretty hectic and 
an excellent option for their academic aspirations. _ day of class, lifting, watching film and practicing _ you see other people and their schedules aren't as 
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. have to ensure yourself that you are going to im | 
have opportunities outside of athletics.” 

= F Undoubtedly, it takes a unique type of person 
4 to have both academic and athletic talents, but 

ee it seems that these student athletes don’t really 

think anything of it. Engineering is something 
& they chose to study because they excelled in math 
ag’ and science and they knew they could handle the 
aad academic rigor. They pursued their athletic tal- 

LY , ent because it is what they love to do. For these 
) engineering student-athletes it is not a question 

Bs \ a 7 between studying engineering or playing a Big 

4 7 Ten sport. The decision is simple because there 
a r ff ) is no decision to be made, these students are Big 

i = F 1 Ten athletes and the future of our society, and 

) Pea =_a i ’ they wouldn't have it any other way. Ww 

>) 

Article by: Christina Wallhausser 

Industrial engineering junior Angela Chupa squeezes in some courtside studying. Photography by: Alyssa George 

demanding, but in the end you know it will all be “the tennis team has taught [her] so much about 
worth it,” Korslin says. teamwork and leadership which is very applica- 

ble in engineering.” 
Carimi says it’s pretty simple: “If you have to do 

school work you do school work. If you have to “It’s definitely been a learning process,” Korslin 
do football you do football.” says. But he has figured it out along the way and 

has learned a lot about himself and being part 
To the average engineering student, the expec- _ of a team. It is evident that the lessons learned 
tations of both an engineering degree and Big _ on the practice field and in the weight-room are 
Ten athletics might seem nearly impossible to _ ones that these student-athletes will also be able 
meet. However, Carimi brings up a valid point, _ to apply to their careers in engineering. 

that it is all [about] what you consider what 

work is.” He claims the extended amount of A valid statement to keep 
time that would be required for him to write in mind is that athletes are 
a paper would not be possible in his schedule. recruited by UW-Madison By 
He would rather look at an equation and solve _ to play their sport but more yy. ee @ 
some statics problems. “So really... this major is importantly have the op- & Be f ae 1 

saving me time,” Carimi says smiling. portunity to graduate from ae =” : ~_5sgea it e m4 

a nationally recognized uni- — Se & fan az, a a 

At this point one might be wondering if these versity with a rewarding de- 2 Ce a ~@ ae Ye eae | 
people are super humans, but the fact ofthe mat- gree. While some may have Fs Be 7 [ ~e | ty x bd? = 

ter is they love what they do—academically andthe opportunity to pursue [jim id s] qww ™ 
athletically. Chupa says, “I definitely wouldn’t their sport at a professional |™ ae (os 
be doing this if I didn’t love it.” For her, “it is level (Carimi is projected Bee} ) 

all about passion; you got to love what you do, as a top 15 pick in the 2011 ey 

otherwise it’s not fun.” When asked about giv- NFL Draft), these engineer- oe = 
ing one (engineering or running) up, Thomas ing athletes have realized aay : Se 5 ise 

says, “[I] couldn’t really forgive myself if I gave how amazing of an opportu- i 5 sateen 
one up.” Korslin responded similarly, acknowl- nity they have been given. “I - ~ ' 
edging that his life is a little crazy but “when you —_ just want to put as much into r 

take a step back and look at it, | wouldn’t have it it as I can right now and not ie j 
any other way.” look back and have regrets,” = St | 

Thomas says. “I don’t want to ————— | 

Being a student athlete is not just a crazy life- look back and have questions ~ nememunenee 

style, but a gateway to experiencing and learning about what I could have done a 

many different things. “It’s only going to benefit _ it college.” 6 = 
me down the road,” Chupa says. “I’ve learned so Ws, 

many things through this experience like leader- “If you're going to be at a Me ye 

ship, time management, and commitment.” university like this you have y= ST Ee 
the best opportunities and »/ 

Chupa also notes that the combination of “engi- should have the best degree — ~~ 
neering and tennis have made [her] into a bet- you can walk out of here Cross country runner and biological systems engineering 
ter person, and a tougher person.” She says that with,” Korslin says. “You senior Phil Thomas makes the most of practice time. 

eee 
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Bucky the Engineer 
As cool as everyone thinks Bucky is, there is some Name: Bucky 

“nerdiness” deep down—I mean he does go to a Major: Industrial Engineering 

world renowned University so he has to be some- Year: Sophomore 

what smart. Oh, and by “nerdiness” i mean “awe- Hometown: Appleton, WI 

someness” because, to much of the student body’s 

surprise, Bucky is pursuing a degree in engineering. 

“When you leave here you 

won't look back and 
Insight into the life of ; 

i; : say ‘remember all that 
Bucky the Engineer” : , ; 

: , education | got?’ No, you’re 
+ Itis best described : 

: going remember all the fun 
as “organized chaos” . Ao : 

: you had in addition to a getting 
+ His schedule changes every e 

a great degree. 
week. He pretty much 

“lives by the calendar” 

+ “There are definitely 

times when | wish 

| wouldn't have 

rocrastinated.” 
: Fact: This Bucky was awarded “Most 

Spirited” in high school—along with 

A’s in math and science 

Types of events: 

Sports: football, hockey, soccer, volleyball 

School: clubs, student orgs, school activities Time commitment: 

Community: weddings, marathons and walks + Ranges from 1-7 events a week 

+ Sporting events usually 

take the longest 

Practice schedule (please-no stalking): «+ Onaverage, an event 

+ Lifting: 6:45 a.m-8:30 a.m takes around an hour 

* Conditioning and skit planning: Tuesday nights + Atleast 10 hours a week 

* Scheduling meeting: once a month dedicated to events 

Advice: 

“If it’s worth it—keep doing it. | have fun as Bucky and | enjoy engineering so | keep doing it.” 

“Going to Wisconsin is the best experience —no matter what your major is.” 

eee 
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} ~ e Make the Regent your new 
. ; 

’ peal detalls I | place: it’s made to fit your needs! 

Cs Ney. , Shared or private bedroom? Roommates or no 
i ! = j sha 1 ei roommates? 2-bedroom or 3-bedroom? 6-month or 

a ' Wee 9-month lease? At the Regent YOU decide. 
| i mond ' ; - F 4 : — This remodeled community has apartments, starting at just 

| | ee Pe :. Au. r $549/mo.*, available for fall! Need a roommate? Just ask! 

alt a ee ce." Need furniture? It's included! Plus, you'll be living in the most 
T. its FY aa popular building for engineering students. Come see for 

! . | i ny Bi Fs — oe Ue yourself what it’s like to have your needs met, your way! 

Live just 400 feet from where your classes are! 
J 4) ia 
S a ie ; ill q 
s Ls) iL a Bw THE REGENT 
“Beg 4 a eal APARTMENTS 

‘Steve Brown Apartments Community * Price for a remodeled shared bedroom. Starting at $749 for a private bedroom. 608-258-4900 * 1402 Regent Street « www.LiveatRegent.com 

Wisconsin's Largest Manufacturer of Molded Rubber Products for the Dairy Industry. 
Avon Hi-Life, Inc. 110 Lincoln St., P.O.Box 9, Johnson Creek, WI, 53038 

4 

i gas | 
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Zz 4 “ my ‘i 

et 

qd Ven Dairy Solutions 
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How to keep your computers clean 

cc ongratulations! You have been se- “It used to be that hackers targeted certain packets from anyone using Firefox on the 
( lected for a free trip for four to Dis- individuals, but hackers are now writing au- same wireless network. After intercepting 

ney World! All you have to do is fill tomated viruses,” Brian Rust, the communica- this information, Firesheep users can ac- 
out this simple survey!” tions director for DoIT, says. “It’s scary because cess other people’s Facebook and Twitter 

now everyone is at risk.” accounts. Firesheep is only able to intercept 
Pages of personal information, your social se- private data packets sent over unencrypted 
curity number and a Visa card later, you're no The newest form of hacking the DoIT help- _ sites, so sites like WiscMail are protected. 
closer to Orlando. You are, however, one step desk has seen is called Firesheep. Firesheep 
closer to identity theft. It happens every day. allows its users to intercept private data Ironically, Firesheep was originally designed 
People click on advertisements and open e- to prove a point. Its creator wanted to show 
mails in hopes of receiving exciting rewards or VIRUS TERMINOLOGY 101 how easy it had become to access accounts that 
prizes. Instead, they receive viruses. Computer many people consider secure. But the program 
hackers have implanted the viruses into these ‘i ; A was leaked, and Firesheep is now available to 
links, allowing them to acquire personal infor- Virus: Software designed to infect, anyone for download. Hahn has a friend who > 8 quire pi : y' » 
mation from users. harm or modify a computer system. | out of curiosity, downloaded the program 

It can reproduce itself but usual- while at Memorial Union. Within minutes, he 
But are all viruses such malicious attempts ly with human assistance, through was in someone else’s Twitter account. 

to acquire credit card information or social emails for example. 
security numbers? Scott Hahn of UW-Madi- A program called Fireshepherd has already 
son’s Department of Information Technology Malware: Malicious software been created to protect computers against 
(DolIT), says no. i$ Firesheep. But you can also protect yourself 

designed to damage a comput- just by using a secure network. DoIT offers 
“I once saw a virus designed to simply replace er system. It is more easily spread software for users to create a Virtual Private 
all of the files on a computer with pictures from computer to computer than a Network, or VPN. Those with MyUW ac- 

of squids,” Hahn says. In fact, there is an en- virus. counts can download the WiscVPN to trans- 
tire strain of viruses that are not designed to form their network connection into a secure 
harm the system they infect at all. Instead, Spyware: Software that lies dor- network, According to the website, “Since 
these viruses just use the system to spread wireless networks are notoriously insecure, 
themselves to other systems. A person may mant on your system and tracks using VPN can give you another layer of secu- 
be sending out the virus thousands of times your online activity meanwhile rity and protection, particularly when you're 
a day, but since his computer remains un- | spreading through a chain of | _ sending sensitive information.” 
harmed, he does not realize he is doing so. machines. This chain can be used to 
These viruses are called automated viruses obtain personal information. DolT also provides free Symantec virus protec- 
and are most often sent through e-mail. tion in their stores, which they recommend for 

—————————— ee SSSSSSSFSFeMesesF ———— 
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Windows Macs 

Runs as an open system. Easier to gain Runs as a closed system. Apple makes the 

Pee e OEM CROAT LE OMe RUM Rare e aon 

Ug it. Making it more difficult to access the system. 

ass files, attah mi y AEE Oe Macs cannot run .exe files. The files lie 
written as. Therefore, the virus is effective. Farr iar tau ran eet oes 

Used widely in the Business world, On 

Eee eee Mute team Mca eT iCog 
MANU C Centos Etec Used primarily for personal use and therefore 

are less apt to be targeted. 

(eee \\ 
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all students. “What is nice about Symantec is _ the hacker who designed the virus is not from _ Article by: Kelsey Coleman and Rachel Feil 
that it will actively prevent viruses from form- Russia at all. He had simply stored the program —_ Design by: Linc Wenqing Han 

ing,” Hahn says. “Other softwares like Spybot _ there,” Hahn says. “And after that there is not Photography by: Thai Nguyen 
will only try to fix a virus that is already pres- much that can be done to find the creator.” 
ent.” The download is available for both Win- 
dows and Macs, though Macs are less likely to | Rust compares hacking to another illegal ac- 
get viruses, largely due to the fact that there are _ tivity. “It is much like the illicit drug indus- 
fewer viruses written for Macs. try,” he says. “When people get caught, you 

hear about it. But you never 
Another way to protect yourself from potential know how many more peo- 
hackers is to use complex passwords. Including __ ple are out there who aren't al 
a combination of uppercase and lowercase let- _ getting caught.” 
ters as well as numbers and symbols will make 
it infinitely harder for a hacker to break in to As the Internet becomes 
an account. the central hub of personal 

activity, it’s important that 
“A good password is like the difference between users take proper precau- 
using a skeleton key and a more sophisticated _ tions to protect their iden- 
key,” Rust says. “The skeleton key is clearly _ tities. Be aware of the net- 
much easier to make a copy of.” works you use daily, vary 

your passwords and keep 
An obvious but often overlooked piece of ad- them creative. Don’t post 
vice is to not store what the computer world anything you wouldn’t want 6 | @ a 
calls “sensitive data packets,” such as your a stranger to know—even if | I kb bh 
credit card number or password, in files saved you think only your friends 
to your computer. Naming a file “Passwords” can see it. And of course, AND » 
may seem ridiculous, but some people do it, stay away from the free trips 
and hackers take notice. to Disney World. yp 

Hacking is no longer just breaking into a peer’s ; ENILUSES yy relat . I I = Ss 
Facebook account; it has grown into a multi- 
billion dollar industry. There are people who PREFERRED 
make a living through hacking, but how often 
are these hackers caught? Unfortunately, it is i) 
often hard to trace a virus back to its creator. . [= APN ! yf y 

According to Hahn, recently more viruses are Fe a) u 
being traced back to international sources. (A REI RS PD HE f f) iT] 

. . ; : Ded) t | Mh 
“Viruses on computers in the United States are 
being traced back to computers in Russia. But 

ee 
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Flook and Pinger conduct their research as a 
part of The Center for Investigating Healthy 
Minds, located in the Waisman Center on 
campus. Here they promote the idea that 
just as one can exercise and train their body 
in the gym, one can exercise and train their 
mind through meditation. 

: “Dr. Flook says, one of the major findings 
. coming from this lab is that more activity 
oS ee occurs in the left prefrontal cortex—an area of 

eget the brain associated with positive emotions— 
tailed with people who have gone through the 

mindfulness meditation training.” 

Flook and Pinger currently conduct 
meditation research with Madison area 
children in both kindergarten and the fifth 

Researchers on campus and people throughout the Madison community are increasingly grade. Flook studies behavioral trends 

promoting the benefits of meditation. in children who receive the treatment, 
while meditation specialist Pinger teaches 
techniques of mindfulness meditation to 

e e both the teachers and students. 

@ Theoretically, mindfulness training will 
help students become more aware of their 

wo internal emotions and thoughts. According 

to Flook, it is instrumental that a child 
brings this awareness to interactions with 
peers, teachers, and family members. “As 

helly Dutch, Laura Pinger, and Dr. stress increases on students with their 
Sts Flook are fit. No, they cannot age, mindfulness can help them focus and 

O squat more than John Clay and will experience more success in school,” Flook 
not be challenging Usain Bolt to a race any says. 
time soon, but they do exercise their minds 

e regularly through meditation. Flook and Pinger stress the importance 

of mindfulness to regulate and choose 
U S O r Pinger, a specialist at Mindfulness Based among emotions, not suppress them. Flook 

Stress Reduction (a form of meditation described suppressing one’s emotions as 
focused on __ self-recognition), began harmful and dangerous, citing that emotions 
meditating when she was in her 40’s. Pinger _ are a large part of what makes us human. 
describes the mindfulness approach as “a 
particular way to pay attention inthe present The purpose of meditation is to have 
moment non-judgmentally.” one’s mind open to themselves and their 

environment. By doing this, humans can 
Prior to mediation, Pinger would walk State direct their emotions and thoughts in a more 
Street and notice different people unaware constructive manner. 
of how she was judging them. “I would see a 
person with piercings all over their face and Personally, Flook hopes the mindfulness 
immediately judge them,” Pinger says. training will help the children come to a 

realization she did not reach until college. 
Meditation has helped her become self- Initially, Flook was a typical college student, 
aware of these subconscious thoughts. “I studying hard and focusing on her career. 
became aware of my thoughts and could After beginning to meditate, Flook says, 
recognize when I was judging someone. Not “I became less concerned with where I was 
only that, but I began to judge myself for going, and more concerned about what I 
judging others.” could do with my skills to benefit others.” 

The self-identification and awareness learned Flook encourages all college students to 
from meditation has helped Pinger regulate try meditating, because life, especially at 
her emotions and thoughts. Dr. Flook, a UW-Madison, is perpetually — stressful. 
researcher on mindful awareness, says that Here students often use binge drinking on 
“mindfulness is seeing the commonality the weekends as a way to clear their minds 
amongst yourself and others.” and escape the reality of midterms, project 

——————— eee 
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deadlines and pending assignments. It is not 
uncommon for a typical college student’s 9 Q O 
habit of binge drinking to turn into a real Us OL Meacktation 
alcohol problem after college. 

Shey pate bie eee pe counselor 1, Focus—Pay attention to whatever you are placing in the center of your 
at Connections Counseling, urges her clients A aes 5 
to use meditation to help cure addiction. awareness during meditation. This should be one part of your body, an object, 

Meditation is a more constructive and healthy a person, or whatever you feel like focusing on. 

manner than binge drinking for students—or 2. Maintain good posture—If your body is well-balanced your mind will be 
anyone—to clear their busy minds. as well. 

Dutch sees a huge emphasis in the current 3. Pay attention to your breath—A great way to anchor oneself in the present 

world culture on instant gratification to fill moment is to keep attention on your breathing. 

personel voids: Drugs and alcohol provide this 4. Experiment—Try sitting, eyes open, eyes closed, lying down. Find what 
instant gratification, but so can mediation. 

works best for you. 

“Meditation fills that emptiness—that 5. Emotions—Focus on the body feelings associated with different emotions. 

Cee ee ee ee ae tee eaue ee oo iS 6. Length—Start out with 10 minutes and extend to 25 minutes when you are 
use alcohol, drugs, food, and money in the Poets : é : 
first place,” Dutch says. Meditation helps ready. Meditation is hard work. Notice when your mind begins to wane. 

addicts slow down and recognize the present 7. Silence—Nothing beats meditating in simple silence. 

faces Aa a genet - 8. Location—Pick a special place to meditate. Often lighting a candle helps 

themselves for centeredness in their lives, to set the mood. 

instead of using outside stimulation. 9. Manage thoughts—When you notice your thoughts wandering return to 
focusing on your breath. 

Across the nation, Dutch notes that inpatient H fi zi i fi i 
programs for addiction are starting to use 10. Meditate with purpose—The art of focusing one’s attention to a single 

meditation just as they use physical exercise. point is hard work. Make sure you are putting in your best efforts to benefit 

Here meditation is used to reduce cravings your mind. f 
and work on the dopamine and pleasure 
centers of the brain. These centers in the brain 
mimic the feelings of euphoria, thus providing 
a constructive alternative to medication. 

“The insanity of addiction is preoccupation 
with outside stimuli and meditation is one 
of the avenues to slow down your thinking s 
and stay present for that hopefulness within = 
yourself,” Dutch says. ¥ 

A specialist is not needed for one to meditate a 
or learn how to meditate. Meditation can be ss mee" 9 
something as easy as experiencing nature, ; 

breathing exercises or having quiet time to <= a 
become aware of the feelings within one’s 
body. It is recommended for one to read a Fa X >" mA 
book on meditation or buy meditation CDs * , = 
to steer a beginner in the right direction. 

The Center for Investigating Healthy — ‘ Article by: Christopher Aberger 

Minds believes that in 10 years it will be ; Design by: Tom Bernath 
well accepted that mental fitness is just as Photography by: Adam Dircz 
important as physical fitness when it comes 
to leading a healthy lifestyle. Pinger says, 
“Mindfulness provides the opportunity for 
us to see what we are doing, while we are 
doing it, and regulate it” Ye 

SE 
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What's i bucket? at's In your bucRet: 
UW-Madison seniors offer ways to make the most of your 

engineering education. 

et’s get things clear here. We don’t mean __you are lazy, bike. Remember, every good en- Day Rhythm and Booms fireworks show 
L« list you create of things to do before gineer knows that you need at least fourinches from Observatory Drive. As an engineer, you 

you kick the metaphorical bucket. We — of ice to cross on foot and six inches on bike.” _ will appreciate the chemistry behind the py- 
mean the more fun one, the list that you create As an added comfort, he recommends a ther- _ rotechnics, and you can analyze which ele- 
even as you battle through the geekiest degree of mos of hot chocolate mixed with some Bailey's | ments produce which colors. For instance, 
them all - Engineering. Irish Cream or peppermint schnapps to keep calcium produces deeper orange hues when 

you company. burned. Just sit back and enjoy the show 
Another day filled with classes. You are up ear- while you're there, however. 
ly, even before the alarm goes off, because you 3. Don’t be afraid to nerd out. It’s a great feel- 
never actually went to sleep. Gathering up the ing when you're able to describe an every day 5. Get around, meet people, network and be 
papers that contain your half-hearted attempts | phenomenon using theories you've learned in loud. Chris Larson, a senior in the depart- 
at calculus, and physics derivations that seem _ class. George Hanzal, a senior in the chemical _ ment of electrical engineering, recommends 
to have no purpose, you rush from one class to engineering department, once placed pitchers _ socializing as an important aspect of grow- 
the next through the day. More assignments _ of warm beer in the freezer and had a group of _ ing up in engineering. “Get to know others 
due the next day, and you are replacing much _ friends figure out how long it would take tocool in your major. It helps when you take classes 
needed sleep with much more needed coffee. it enough to drink. Applying theory to practi- together year after year. Getting to know your 
You might be a freshman attempting to enter cal life is what engineering is all about, after all. _ professors early in your education is also a big 
engineering and are suddenly filled with doubt. plus,” Larson says. His suggestion is all the 
Or you might be an upperclassman, wondering 4. Learn to enjoy the light and sound. If more valid for an engineer, because you get to 
how youre still pushing through it all. you're lucky enough to be in Madison for the _ prove to the rest of the world that you are not 

summer, be sure to catch the Independence a geek—at least not all the time. 

We asked people who have been there and 
done that, what could be so much fun about 
engineering? The unanimous answer: every- 

thing. This raises the question: What could be 
made more fun because of engineering? We 
set out to frame the ‘bucket list’ of fun things 
to do when studying and practicing engineer- 
ing. Engineers around campus generously . 

shared their lists with us. We found, much to ai 
our delight, that you could jazz up every as- on en 
pect of life with everything you learn on the a ae 
way to the degree. s ac) 

1: Take up a new hobby. Victoria Yakovleva, 
a chemical engineer and a 5th year senior ca 
got into rock climbing in her junior year. She mY a ; . 
claims that apart from being a great exercise ‘ 
and a great escape, it helped her apply her stat- : 
ics and dynamics to a real-life adventure. = i 

\\ ee 
2: Trek on Lake Mendota. Harley Hutchins, i — 
class of 2009 and a nuclear engineer, dares you Re. 

to trek over the frozen Lake Mendota from the s 
Union Terrace to Picnic Point. He says, “It is | Somewhere between the countless hours of studying and assignments, engineers should 
about two and a half miles there and back. If _ take time to create and cross off those items on their respective bucket lists. 

Nel 
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ae Ci: ell » a7 7 Da] «as much work as I can into my small breaks 

su wl 4 fy \ ciel during the day, instead of reading the paper 

y i : oe saa or something. That way, I buy myself some 
W. ae a free time in the evening.” Never postpone, 

A eae ES because your exciting new idea today, if left 
ao Te ( “at Re cun| unheeded might cost you a whole engineer- 

a i mata © 1 ing project tomorrow. 

aR perc a pee : a Sou = =~=—S«|:«=Cs«12. Seasons come and seasons go, enjoy every 

oe % y ath Se | day of life. Madison might lead you to believe 

om 0 SP agg Re Sy) that there are just two seasons: winter and 

d =e eee «construction. But if you bundle up for winter 
" Prat a and learn the best routes to avoid construc- 

ae tion, you'll be just fine. Even in your worst 

a  ——_ moments, it helps to remember that you're 

x , _§_sworking towards something. And it’s okay to 
©} take a break for your sanity sometimes. You'll 

forget about that assignment in a matter of 
months, but you'll remember your college ex- 
perience forever. Wp 

6. Don’t let engineering ruin you. “If your dents every night. Watch a sporting event you 
homework is threatening to drown you, com- wouldn't normally see. Attend a seminar or lec- Article by: Vindhya Venkatraman 
partmentalize it and take one assignment at ture from a world-famous scholar. See a movie and Lori Bierman 
a time,” Larson says. Once the weekend rolls at the Union. Rent a canoe from Hoofer’s for Design by: Vindhya Venkatraman 

around, take some time off of homework to go _ the afternoon. Whatever you choose will en- and Lori Bierman 
to a football game, enjoy your friends company rich your college experience far beyond the Photography by: Thomas Pfeifer 
or completely laze out. You will need that separa- _classes you take. 
tion, and having a life outside of engineering will 
help you appreciate the joys of your major that 10. Explore and enjoy the 
much more. Asan engineer, you might knowthat city of Madison. Madison o 
every action has an equal and opposite reaction. _is a busy, beautiful city. (ee THE UNIVERSITY 

Browse the produce and F i Ade 
7. The College of Engineering loves you. Love amazing baked goods at W. WISCONSIN 

it back! Be sure to take advantage of the great the farmers market. Bike L.' py MADISON 
resources the departments offer. Use your 300 around Lake Monona. Se 
free pages of printing for the semester—double Take part in the annual Department of Engineering Professional Development 
side whenever possible (be eco-responsible). Polar Plunge in Lake Earn Your Master's Degree in 
Keep in mind, the tutors at Wendt Library are | Monona. “Take advantage . : . 
your best friends when you are ready to throw __ of all the awesome restau- Internal Combustion Engine Design 

your physics book out the window without cal- rants that Madison has The Master of Engineering in Engine Systems (MEES) distance- 
culating its velocity and force of impact when _ to offer. Rising Suns Deli delivered program prepares internal combustion engine engineers 
it hits the ground. And be sure to use Engi- (Thai food) and The Old : 
neering Career Services to help you land that Fashioned (burgers) are to lead every phase of an engine development project. 

internship or full-time job. two of my favorites,” Na- |] The MEES program is designed for working engineers, featuring: 

Sate es then Jones: 8 senior n ue M Practical courses that use projects from students’ real jobs 
8. Break out of comfort zones. Engineering is department of chemical : 
a dynamic field, so your education should also engineering, says. Also be forlearning 
be dynamic. Practicing engineering requires sure to pick up your free © Internet-based delivery and high-quality interaction with 
you to constantly think and act out of the bus pass each semester to instructors 
box (or cubicle). Don’t be a machine focused _ easily get around town. © Aninternational network of engine systems peers 

on numbers and set equations; you'll need to F rf " oe 
know more than that to be a successful engi- 11. Time doesn’t wait for Become arlexpercin the most critical aspects of engine design in 8 
neer. Carrie Boecher, a civil and environmen- you, even if you are an three and a half years! 

tal engineering student, puts it simply. “Gain engineer. Tracey Mayer, Learn more today at mees.engr.wisc.edu/2011engines 
as many different experiences as you can, you a civil and environmen- 
never know when they will pay offin an inter- tal engineering student, _ a 
view or in the real world.” knows what it is to value [s TAB ; 4 

time. “Be productive with > a8 ee R48 
9. Explore and enjoy UW-Madison. Even on _ it,” Mayer says. Boecher SN Ser 

campus, there are tons of free events for stu- adds, “I like to squeeze : = 

eee 
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what's all the 
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a | \UD-aloo 

ick tick tick tick. The constant up-tick of the price at the pump as you fill 
N the car’s gasoline tank for the millionth time is like nails on a driver’s mental 

Py \ chalkboard. The average American drives around 12,000 miles a year. The 

{ > average UW Energy Hub (eHub) member wants to be able to get that far on just 
| i ‘\ one gallon of gas, and knows it is possible. At the annual eHub Conference, 

a ca keynote speaker John A. Laitner, Director of Economic and Social Analysis 
7 fi for the American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, brought 
eo to light the Shell Eco-Marathon. Just last year a team of univer- 
iL - sity students from France built a car that got 11,516 miles to 

P the gallon. It is energy-related issues such as this that 
i eHub is excited to tackle. 
| —~ 
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Ee ai with his iPhone application for checking 
— your green footprint 

tas Singletary also stresses that Energy Hub 

] oh Pt Pat. eae is “Policy agnostic. [Energy Hub] is about 

v = ae re providing information for students, not sup- 
\ f Suu porting certain policies. We hope students 

rf 4 . aa will take the information and form their own 
i Mie 4 a SE zi opinions on matters.” Before even speaking 

= 5.4 A By = j with Mr. ee about this ae it was 

= x ec, a = | apparent that eHub was set up in this man- 
— > el , Ray, ner. One of the first talks during the annual 

r _ q a [ ~| conference this year was a panel discussion. 
i SB. | Leaders in a variety of alternative energy fields 

= é Ki < (specifically focused on transportation) all sat 
| si a - on a stage in front of an audience and took 

, re. fs =< turns explaining their own areas of expertise. 
. es > At the end students were encouraged to ask 
<< 2 Qe : questions, to which each panel member was 

} oe pil i Sac cs © able to respond. Energy Hub did not promote 
e Fe ¥ < Be Ee lies O a ; any one particular alternative energy solution; 

er z - . instead, a variety of ides were presented that 
At the Alternative Vehicles Expo held this year at the Monona Terrace, Corey Singletary were al| working towards the same goal. 

presents his poster to local attendees. 

Energy Hub is constantly active on UW-Mad- 

Energy Hub is an interdisciplinary, student- eHub; an alternative vehicle expo held during _ ison’s campus and encourages newcomers to 
run organization. It was started in 2007 when __ this year’s conference at Monona Terrace anda ___ get involved. The wide open inclusion of stu- 
a group of students decided to fill a perceived smart cookout on the engineering campus are dents’ diverse ideas coupled with the depth 
lack of opportunities to engage in energy- just two recent student-run events. of information and knowledge supplied by 
related discussions and activities on campus. the organization itself are extremely tempt- 
Energy Hub was influenced heavily by the UW be ing opportunities available so close to home. 
Energy Institute, but the original members “We hope students will take the “There's always a role to be played, small or 
felt that students needed their own organiza- information and form their own __ large,” Singletary says. “Students can learn 
tion. All students are welcome to be part of the opinion on matters” much more about energy-related issues in so- 
group, which hosts a large annual conference ciety today through participating rather than 
along with smaller events throughout the year, sitting in classrooms.” Wp 
in addition to their weekly meetings. Although -Corey Singletary . 
there:arecutrentlyonly around:25 active: tment 
bers, there are approximately 350 students who Article by: Joe Powell 

participate throughout the year. According to Energy Hub is not simply about supporting Design by: Evan Owens 
the group’s 2009-2010 president, Corey Single- _ students’ event ideas, but is also an advocate Phot hy by: Brian 
tary, eHub is driven by student ideas. “All in- for students’ futures in the market of energy- OfStaP ny By etlan meager 
terested students are encouraged to bring their _ related jobs. This year’s conference consisted 
own ideas on energy issues to the club. EHubis of an alternative vehicle expo, talks from in- 
a resource for these students, for whatever they dustry experts, and information booths 
need,” Singletary says. There are numerous from the event’s various sponsors. : 

examples of students tak- Intermixed were students stand- 
ing advantage of the _ ing beside their research proj- 

openness of ects, like Claus Moberg 

Location: Right near Engineering Hall. 
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Editorial: arm e 

eh 

: Political Pollution 
WA 

r actually manufactured less than two hours __ potential for my flight to Los Angeles for 
a away from my hometown in Manitowoc, _ the Rose Bowl to land in the city’s unchar- 

he WI meant that not only are the turbines be- _ acteristic December floodwaters. I then 
i ing manufactured in the United States, but —_ went on to tell him that scientists had been 

they are being manufactured right here in predicting an increase in severe weather 
SH Wisconsin! events for decades but since it’s difficult to 

ene " —_ | make a direct link between a single event 
eo | [believe that comments like these, dripping and climate change many people refuse to 

3 F with misinformation, can be traced back to ‘connect the dots.’ We also discussed how 
- - a problem that is going largely unnoticed by _ the curtailing of greenhouse gas emissions 

society—the unhealthy mixing of science is typically associated with behavioral 
Te past winter break I had the dis- and politics. changes (think turn off the light or ride 

pleasure of finding myself trapped in the bus) and how engineers can go to work 
a conversation focused on the often For example, an association with a politi- solving complex problems such as this. 

sticky crossroads between science and poli- cal party typically comes prepackaged with 
tics. A friend of my father’s was over for a _ a stance on climate science, relieving you of _ His willingness to spend the time thinking 
chat before the holidays. The conversation any need to think for yourself. Should you about an issue and realize that the conversa- 
found its way to the “negative” side of renew- _ trust the experts who have made it their life's _ tion has taken a turn of the wacky was sadly 
able energy. My engineering mind imme- _ work researching our climate and carry the _ refreshing. If this begins to happen more 
diately turned to the intermittency of wind _ letters PhD after their names, or should we _ often, I might just be able to avoid another 
and solar and the daunting task of upgrading trust politicians who receive millions form headache or two. It’s now time for those 
our aging electric grid. Days removed from _ the oil and gas industry? Don’t worry, your people close to science to start respecting it 
a class on wind power and the finishing of a __ political leanings will tell you. by restoring the conversation to one of sci- 
research paper on residential electricity use, ence. Armed with a potent mix of creativ- 
I was ready to discuss virtually any aspect The dangers of this type of behavior are _ ity, math smarts, and a basic understanding 
of renewable energy that was of concern. I made extremely clear by the German phi- _ of economics; engineers and scientists are 
should have known, however, that these were _ losopher Theodor Adorno: “The conversion _ perfectly positioned to help accomplish this. 
not the negatives on this rural-Wisconsinite’s of all questions of truth into questions of The first step, however, is to make sure that 
mind. “You know they don’t even make power... has attacked the very heart of the we are keeping our “questions of truth” far 
those wind turbines in the United States” he — distinction between true and false.” The away from our “questions of power.” 
explained matter-of-factly. This comment _ scientific findings related to climate change 
left me with a look of disbelief mixed with imply negative economic impacts (a de- Article by: Marcus Hawkins 
rage which my family members knowingly crease in power) to the fossil fuel industry, 
turned to look for. leaving us with a debate on the undebatable 

and leaving me with a headache. 
The silence that followed was partly due to 
my desire to be polite to our family friend I was given a renewed sense of optimism, 
and partly due to the fact that I had once however, during my final day home for 
again found myself completely shocked winter break. My 90 year old grandfather 
by the power that political persuasion had _ had a question for me that had clearly been 
over seemingly nonpartisan issues. Com- weighing on him for quite some time. He 
ments like these have made me ever-more _ said that he had been watching and read- 
pessimistic about our chances to solve the ing about the severe weather events that 
unbelievably large problems of energy use had been occurring at a seemingly ever- 
and climate change. How someone could _ increasing rate and asked for my thoughts 
think that we have been shipping in mass _ on the matter. He cited flooding the size 
quantities of wind turbines that are larger of Texas that was rushing through Austra- 
than football fields, loading them on trucks _ lia, severe droughts in Russia, landslides 
and driving them all over the country is be- in China, and the disastrous floods of the 
yond me. Furthermore, the fact that a very Midwest in 2008. I reminded him just 
large portion of wind turbine towers are _ weeks earlier we were half-joking about the 

eee 
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5003 University Ave., Madison, WI 53705 — | for Mechanical, Electromechanical, ‘© @ < BOOK SHO ; 

Phone: 608-218-9000 and Mechatronic Development mc pi Fue ws wat or 

seas . . 608-231-6123 e eh @balemo pteabeleioj eee) Wj belee 
Website: www.glassnickelpizza.com www.imcDataWorks.com ae ee 

~~ www.uwbookstore.com 

Ui. GULLIVER’S TRAVELS EXPERT WITNESSES 
[| 1605 Monroe St., Madison WI 53711 SKo EN 

Phone 608-256-4444 / 800-236-4404 ENGINEERING GR@UP, INC. 

MARK BARRY LISSA MARTIN, Director 

Email: info@gulliverstvl.com 5972 Executive Drive — Suite 200 — Madison, WI 53719 
www.gulliverstvl.com 608-442-7321 — Telephone 

office@skogen.com — www.skogen.com 
MOTION RIES, INC. Ss, " 

2128 5. STOUGHTON ROAD ‘FAX: 808/221-0999 RULE SERVICE BAVEL AGENCY SECCULIZINGIN. Over 100 Years of Combined Experience 
MADISON, Wi 88718 EMAIL; muebanyamevening com CORPORATE, INTERNATIONAL AND LEISURE TRAVEL Excellence in Accident Reconstruction Engineering 

Thermal spray coatings to enhance ROMENESKO ENGINEERING, INC. 
your products performance TIA aS rN 

—— Transportation Development Association 

> AOL . TT eo a eseUT UU UO a Uo TDAis a statewide nonprofit organization that advocates Vicki Romenesko, P.E. 
= P building and maintaining an efficient, reliable and 
Sih WWIWGISTCOATINGSOOM] interconnected transportation system that addresses 

Near ee our state's needs for safe mobility and economic growth. 7325 Cedar Crest Drive (608) 644-1502 
pepe Sauk City, WI 53583 FAX (608) 644-1602 

Fe te eee eaten 2 engineering te age www.tdawisconsin.org vicki@romeneskoeng.com 

Providing consulting engineering services | RT Mamareag | © Duane E. Reichel, PLE 
* Bridge Inspections * Project Management . = Project Engineer 
* Signage & Lighting Inspections Construction Engineering JSD. c Pima & Deveronen. 
* Structural Health Monitoring © Non-Destructive Testing Professional Services, Ine. * Chil Engineering eee 
+ Forensic Investigations/Analysis “Engineers Serveyers + Planners Lol SOILS & ENGINEERING SERVICES, INC. 

Bearer Geotechnical and Environmental Consulting Engineers . . Madison, WI 608.848.5060 : Construction Materials Testing 
Fish & Associates, Inc. Mibeathen 2628 18 0666 Pest iene eo edeieny 

~ Partners in Structural Solutions oe eee eer Landscape Architecture 1102 STEWART STREET 608-274-7600 
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